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OF
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MEETINGS

 
 

Some of us are moving to virtual connections for the first
time. Wile other are "dab hands" at this technology  stuff. 

 
Wherever you are on the scale of high-proficiency to

techno-virgin there are some additional elements that
need to be considered when we are meeting virtually.
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Same people      
Same behaviours      
Same personalities      
Same power differences      
Same responses

Personality strengths which may be of great 

Challenging behaviours which may assist the 

Team power dynamics which may silence the 

Technology will be complex – buffering; traffic;

Ask people to provide personal at the beginning…the chat feature is a
good way to do this. It also allows you (if you save the chat) to go back to
it and check attendees/staff/participants contributions.     
Using all of the features provided by the video conferencing facilities in a
way that would occur in a well-managed meeting…letting people have
one-on-one conversations.      
If the agenda is long/heavy/complex have a social break – whole group or
breakout rooms. And if necessary, a real break away from the screen.    
Set-up pre-meeting catch-up…by getting people to enter breakout rooms
as they arrive and then close the breakout rooms when the meeting is
scheduled to start. This could also be done at the end.     
The reaction feature is a quick was of understanding how people are
managing the conversations and the decision-making process.

What is still present      

 

What may be amplified     

assistance or harder to deal with      

team through a sticky spot or could create new 
problems      

quieter members more than normal.      

 household routers
 

What is not present...
among other things like excellent snacks and awesome coffee     

- The face-to-face interaction between
 team members     

- Body language     
- The subtle tones of voices      

- The vibe (don’t you love The Castle)      
- The before and after banter

 

Simple Solutions      


